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Steel cable suspension -Y 2 point suspension 2 pieces -
Suspension cable for luminaires 3301/3302...

Schuch
3301/3302 Y P (VE2)
330019004
4041254254319 EAN/GTIN

28,58 GBP excl. VAT**
plus shipping

 14-16 days* (GBR)

Steel cable suspension -Y 2-point suspension 2pcs 3301/3302 YP (VE2) Type of accessories Cable suspension, color grey, material steel, 1 pair of Y-steel cable suspensions
made of galvanized steel for suspending the BR 3301 or 3302 with 2-point suspension
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* Note on delivery time: Day = Monday to Friday, no public holiday in Bavaria or Saxony. Goods are also delivered on Saturdays (DHL).
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outside the EU.
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a resale price to the customer. The RRP is also referred to as the list price and is defined as the highest possible price that a buyer would pay for a specific product
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